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High-resolution 3D Imagery
The Clarity Data Acquisition System (DAS) is the latest evolution of computed tomography (CT) technology for GE Security’s CTX™ 
products.  Producing unprecedented high-quality 3D images, Clarity brings together for the first time GE Security’s automated 
explosives detection expertise with GE Healthcare’s pioneering work in 3D CT technology for high-resolution medical CT scanners.  
The combination of these two capabilities generates high-resolution 3D images that afford finely-detailed views of baggage con-
tents and precise algorithmic calculations, providing an increased ability to identify threats, reduce false alarm rates and lower 
operational costs.
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Imagery That Enhances Security

Clarity’s image quality serves two very important purposes:

Enables High Levels of Threat Detection with Low False •	
Alarm Rates
Data reconstructed into a full 3D bag image is analyzed 
by threat inspection algorithms that have been developed 
and enhanced over nearly 20 years of threat detection 
experience. Utilizing this wealth of precise data, algorithms 
are capable of high levels of regulator-certified threat 
detection at low false alarm rates. 

 
3D Bag Content Navigation•	
User interface tools enable the operator to manipulate 
the bag and its contents in never-before-seen vivid 3D 
detail similar to “swimming in the bag”.  User Interface 
tools facilitate moving from area to area to explore object 
characteristics and to inspect suspicious alarms close-up, 
gliding as if the operator were exploring a 3D space. 

Clarity’s benefits combined with optimized 3D navigation tools 
allow operators to see and identify threat elements that were 
imperceptible with previous-generation 3D CT imagery. With 
Clarity, operators have tools to make safer, faster and smarter 
security decisions.

User Interface Expertise

GE has nearly two decades of experience designing and devel-
oping explosive detection systems (EDS) with an emphasis 
on powerful and intuitive user interfaces to facilitate security 
decisions.  GE’s continued global research of operator methods 
and needs underscores the importance for two critical user 
interface capabilities:

The ability to identify the alarm object in question, such 1. 
as a book, a shoe or a bottle 

The ability to declare that the object’s internal structure 2. 
has not been altered or compromised. 

While early generation 3D CT systems offered assistance in 
object identification, the image resolution required to clearly 
examine and determine the integrity of the object’s internal 
structure was not yet fully developed.  Clarity delivers the abil-
ity to meet both of those needs, offering potential that previ-
ously did not exist. 
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The Technology Behind Clarity
Clarity is made possible by an innovative new Data 
Acquisition System that produces ultra high-resolution 3D 
images. Clarity is an assembly of tens of thousands of x-ray 
detectors, signal-processing electronics and communication 
components, as well as additional hardware and software 
that work in concert to collect the x-rays after they have 
penetrated the bag. Clarity conveys this enormous amount 
of data to the computer system, where it is reconstructed 
into a high-resolution 3D image of the bag and its contents.

Clarity is the result of a technology partnership between GE Healthcare and GE 
Security.  With Clarity, GE Security leverages those advances in medical DAS tech-
nology and modifies it to meet the environmental, operational and performance 
requirements needed for an EDS to function reliably in an airport environment. For 
the first time, aviation security will benefit from premium medical quality imagery. 
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